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ABSTRACT
Indications of disequilibrium throughout the Milky Way (MW) highlight the need for compact,
flexible, non-parametric descriptions of phase–space distributions of galaxies. We present a new repre-
sentation of the current Dark Matter (DM) distribution and potential derived from N-body simulations
of the Milky Way and Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) system using Basis Function Expansions (BFEs).
We incorporate methods to maximize the physical signal in the representation. As a result, the sim-
ulations of 108 DM particles representing the MW–LMC system can be described by 354 coefficients.
We find that the LMC induces asymmetric perturbations (odd l,m) to the MW’s halo, which are not
well-described by oblate, prolate, or triaxial halos. Furthermore, the energy in high-order even modes
(l,m > 2) is similar to average triaxial halos found in cosmological simulations. As such, the response
of the MW’s halo to the LMC must be accounted for in order to recover the imprints of its assembly
history. The LMC causes the outer halo (> 30 kpc) to shift from the disk center of mass (COM) by
∼15-25 kpc at present day, manifesting as a dipole in the BFE and in the radial velocities of halo
stars. The shift depends on the LMC’s infall mass, the distortion of the LMC’s halo and the MW halo
response. Within 30 kpc, halo tracers are expected to orbit the COM of the MW’s disk, regardless of
LMC infall mass. The LMC’s halo is also distorted by MW tides, we discuss the implications for its
mass loss and the subsequent effects on current Magellanic satellites.
Keywords: Large Magellanic Cloud – Milky Way’s Halo – Dark Matter – Basis Field Expansions
1. INTRODUCTION
Current and upcoming surveys (e.g. SDSS, PS-1,
Gaia, H3, S5, HSC surveys, DESI, WEAVE, LSST,
4MOST, PFS, etc) will soon map the Milky Way’s
(MW’s) stellar halo with unprecedented depth and pre-
cision. We are thus poised to utilize the phase space
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properties of the stellar halo and substructures within
it to make significant progress on two key problems
that the fields of near-field Cosmology and Galactic Ar-
chaeology have been building towards over the last few
decades: 1) constraining the distribution of dark matter
(DM) throughout our Galaxy (e.g. Johnston et al. 1999;
Springel et al. 2008; Bonaca et al. 2014; Sanderson et al.
2015; Reino et al. 2020); and 2) reconstructing the cos-
mic assembly history of the Galaxy (e.g. Johnston et al.
1996; Johnston 1998; Helmi & White 1999, 2001; Ibata
et al. 2001; Bullock & Johnston 2005; Wang et al. 2011;
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Vera-Ciro & Helmi 2013; Deason et al. 2016; Helmi 2020;
Naidu et al. 2020).
The same surveys that allow unprecedented scales in
terms of numbers of stars and volume over which the
Milky Way has been mapped also reveal exquisite details
of our Galaxy that defy simple descriptions. In particu-
lar, they challenge some fundamental assumptions that
prior interpretive work has typically made (e.g. that the
Galaxy is in equilibrium and has a smooth phase-space
distribution), highlighting the limitations of the theo-
retical and analytical tools currently at our disposal. In
the last year, it has become very clear that in order
to constrain the DM distribution of the MW, we must
consider the recent infall of the Large Magellanic Cloud
(LMC, < 2 Gyr ago, Besla et al. (2007); Kallivayalil
et al. (2013)).
The expected infall mass of the LMC is ∼ 1011 M
(Besla et al. 2010, 2012; Besla 2015; Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2011; Patel et al. 2017; Pen˜arrubia et al. 2016;
Erkal et al. 2019). Corresponding to roughly to 1/5 to
1/10 of the total mass of the MW. As such, the LMC will
affect: the structure of the MW’s DM halo (Weinberg
1998b; Laporte et al. 2018a; Garavito-Camargo et al.
2019; Tamfal et al. 2020, this paper), the kinemat-
ics of the stellar halo (Garavito-Camargo et al. 2019;
Petersen & Pen˜arrubia 2020; Cunningham et al. 2020),
the orbital dynamics of satellites and globular clusters
(e.g: Patel et al. 2020; Erkal & Belokurov 2020; Garrow
et al. 2020), the dynamics of stellar streams (Vera-Ciro
& Helmi 2013; Go´mez et al. 2015; Erkal et al. 2018; Ko-
posov et al. 2018; Erkal et al. 2019; Shipp et al. 2019)
and the structure of the MW’s disk (Weinberg 1998a;
Laporte et al. 2018b,a).
In this paper, we present a framework in which to
understand and analyze the present-day gravitational
potential and DM density distribution of the combined
MW and LMC (MW–LMC) system, using Basis Func-
tion Expansions (BFEs). We focus on the current
state of the MW–LMC system in order to explain both
the framework and to present new predictions for the
present day structure of the DM halo density and gravi-
tational potential. In subsequent papers, we will present
the time-evolution of the MW–LMC models, enabling
the community to model the dynamics of substructure
in a time evolving MW–LMC potential. The simulations
utilized in this study are those presented in (Garavito-
Camargo et al. 2019, hereafter G19), which account for
the tidal field of the LMC, the deformation and mass
loss of the LMC’s halo since infall, and the MW halo’s
response to the LMC’s passage, including the formation
of a DM wake trailing the LMC (G19).
One promising way to constrain the structure and po-
tential of the MW’s DM halo is by modelling the orbits
of stellar streams. At radii larger than 20 kpc, the ma-
jority of estimates for the shape of the MW’s DM halo
come from modeling the Sagittarius (Sgr) Stream (Ibata
et al. 2001; Helmi 2004; Johnston et al. 2005; Law & Ma-
jewski 2010; Deg & Widrow 2013; Vera-Ciro & Helmi
2013; Dierickx & Loeb 2017; Vasiliev et al. 2020). Law
& Majewski (2010) present a best-fit halo model that is
triaxial with the major axis perpendicular to the disk.
They also explored the impact of a static LMC on the
Sgr. Stream, but limited their studies to a maximal
LMC mass of 6× 1010M. Building on this work, Vera-
Ciro & Helmi (2013) argued that the shape of the MW’s
halo is changing as a function of radius, as expected in
cosmological simulations. They advocated for a static
model in which the inner MW’s halo shape is spherical
and becomes prolate in the outer regions, with a major
axis towards the LMC, which they model as a massive
infalling halo (1011M). Indeed, Go´mez et al. (2015)
have illustrated that the orbit of the Sgr. dSph is af-
fected by the LMC, which will change the phase space
properties of the Sgr. Stream (Laporte et al. 2018b).
Recently, Vasiliev et al. (2020) showed that the inclu-
sion of the LMC changes the orbit of the Sgr. Stream
due to direct torques and the response of the MW halo.
These studies of Sgr. Stream indicate that stellar
streams probe asymmetries in the MW’s DM halo ow-
ing to the LMC in addition to structure arising from the
cosmological assembly history of the MW (e.g: Wechsler
et al. 2002; Ludlow et al. 2013; Correa et al. 2015; Wang
et al. 2020; Vera-Ciro et al. 2011; Prada et al. 2019;
Drakos et al. 2019) or changes in halo shape expected
from different DM particle models (e.g: Yoshida et al.
2000; Peter et al. 2013; Bose et al. 2016). Without a
framework to quantify the LMC’s impact on the halo,
we cannot disentangle these processes. In this study we
will quantify the three primary effects of the observa-
tionally constrained orbit of the LMC through the DM
halo of the MW:
First, the LMC will displace the center-of-mass
(COM) of the MW–LMC system from the center of
the Galaxy (Go´mez et al. 2015). Correspondingly, the
outer DM halo will exhibit a reflex motion from our
vantage point, appearing as a dipole pattern in position
and radial velocity across the sky (e.g, G19, Petersen
& Pen˜arrubia 2020; Cunningham et al. 2020; Tamfal
et al. 2020). In this paper we will use BFEs to quantify
the structure of the MW–LMC halo, including the ra-
dius where the transition between outer and inner halo
occurs.
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Second, in Cold Dark Matter (CDM) theory, the DM
halo will respond to the passage of the LMC. As de-
scribed in G19, this response occurs in two modes: the
“Transient” and “Collective” Response. The Transient
Response corresponds to the classical Chandrasekhar
(1943) definition of dynamical friction. In this case,
an overdensity of DM trails the orbiting satellite (DM
wake) leaving a distinct kinematic pattern in the South-
ern Sky (G19) that weakens over time. The Collective
Response results in large scale, over- and under-densities
in the DM halo (e.g., Weinberg 1989)). We will uti-
lize BFEs to quantify the asymmetry introduced to an
originally spherical system owing to the Transient and
Collective Response of the MW’s halo to the passage
of the LMC. The strength of these two modes depends
on the mass of the LMC, the anisotropy profile of the
halo (G19), and the MW mass that we kept fix in our
simulations. In this paper, we refer to the Transient Re-
sponse as the “DM wake”, and the combination of both
the Transient Response and the Collective Response as
the “Halo Response”.
Third, the DM halo of the LMC will itself become
distorted owing to the tidal field of the MW. Some DM
particles will no longer be bound to the LMC, forming
a distorted distribution of DM debris. Note that the
majority of studies on the impact of the LMC on the
kinematics of substructure have not accounted for the
mass loss of the LMC (Vera-Ciro & Helmi 2013; Go´mez
et al. 2015; Erkal et al. 2019; Patel et al. 2020; Petersen
& Pen˜arrubia 2020). We will explicitly quantify the im-
portance of the LMC debris to the structure of the halo.
In this study we will utilize the 8 high-resolution sim-
ulations of the MW–LMC system presented in G19:
4 LMC models, ranging from 8-25 ×1010 M, and 2
MW models with different anisotropy profiles (isotropic
and radially biased). We then analytically describe the
complex DM distribution of the combined system using
BFEs.
BFEs have been used in the literature to solve Pois-
son’s equation (see the review by Sellwood 1997) and
perform N-body simulations (e.g Hernquist & Ostriker
1992; Johnston et al. 1995; Bullock & Johnston 2005;
Choi et al. 2009; Petersen & Pen˜arrubia 2020). Given
their high accuracy in describing asymmetric DM halos,
BFEs have been used to characterize potentials and den-
sity fields from cosmological simulations (Lowing et al.
2011; Sanders et al. 2020). These analytic, reconstructed
potentials have also been used to simulate the evolution
of substructure, such as stellar streams, in complex DM
halos (e.g Lowing et al. 2011; Dai et al. 2018), the dy-
namics of satellite galaxies (Choi et al. 2009; Sanders
et al. 2020), and bars in disks (e.g Petersen et al. 2019).
Typically, BFEs can involve, of order, 103−104 terms.
We identify and remove terms that represent noise based
on the methodology outlined in Weinberg (1996), thus
reducing the expansion by factors of 10-100. Our goal is
to use the remaining coefficients (which actually contain
physical information) to quantify the halo response of
the MW to the passage of the LMC and understand the
magnitude of this perturbation versus standard idealized
prolate, oblate or triaxial halos.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2.1 we
summarize the computational methods. In section 3, we
present the BFE for the MW and LMC at the present
day, including the unbound DM debris from the LMC.
In section 4 we discuss how the coefficients in a BFE
can be used to gain intuition for the halo shape. We
then compare our results to that of oblate, prolate and
triaxial halos in section 4.3. We discuss what resulting
the shape of the MW’s DM halo in section 4.4. We show
how our results scale as a function of LMC mass and
the anisotropy profile of the MW’s halo in section 5.2.
We discuss how BFEs can be applied to other areas of
astrophysics in section 5.4. We present our conclusions
in section 6.
2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS:
N–body simulations are a powerful computational tool
to study how galaxies form and evolve (e.g White 1978;
Barnes & Hernquist 1992). In the case of the MW,
many cosmological N–body simulations have shown how
a MW-like galaxy grows across cosmic time (e.g. Brook
et al. 2004; Springel et al. 2008; Guedes et al. 2011;
Aumer et al. 2013; Grand et al. 2017; Agertz et al.
2020). However, identifying the contribution of a partic-
ular component of the galaxy to the total gravitational
potential is very challenging as these components can
be asymmetric and evolve with time. In the current era,
with full 6D phase space information for many MW halo
stars, globular clusters and satellites at our disposal, we
may have sufficient information to constrain the DM dis-
tribution of the MW. However, we do not presently have
a framework to understand and quantify the asymme-
tries, time-evolving components of the MW’s halo. Ow-
ing to its recent infall into our halo and large infall mass,
the LMC is currently the largest perturber of the MW’s
DM distribution, inducing large scale (>50 kpc) pertur-
bations across the entire halo (Garavito-Camargo et al.
2019).
In order to quantify and understand the time-evolving
perturbations caused by the LMC to the MW halo, we
analyze the constrained N–body simulations presented
in Garavito-Camargo et al. (2019) using BFEs. In §2.1
we summarize the main properties of these simulations.
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§2.2 reviews BFE, where we focus on a particular BFE,
the Hernquist expansion (Hernquist & Ostriker 1992).
2.1. N–body simulations
The suite of N–body simulations used in this work
were presented in Garavito-Camargo et al. (2019). The
suite consists of eight high-resolution simulations, with
dark matter particle mass mp = 1.5×104M1, run with
Gadget-3 (Springel et al. 2008). We use two MW mod-
els, each with the same Hernquist DM halo density pro-
file with virial mass Mvir = 1.2× 1012M, an exponen-
tial disk of mass Md = 5.78 × 1010M, and a bulge of
mass Mb = 0.7 × 1010M, but with different halo dis-
tribution functions, where one is isotropic and the other
is radially biased. These are represented by anisotropy
parameters, β(r) = 0 and β(r) = −0.5 − 0.2dlnρ(r)dlnr , re-
spectively.
For the LMC, we have four models with different halo
masses but with the same enclosed mass within 9 kpc,
fixed by the rotation curve of the LMC (van der Marel &
Kallivayalil 2014). This observational constraint implies
that the concentration of the halo is set for each LMC
mass model and that the inner mass profile is similar
for each LMC mass model. This has important conse-
quences to the halo response, as we will illustrate.
Both the MW and the LMC halos were initialized with
GalIC (Yurin & Springel 2014) with a Hernquist DM
halo, but matched to an NFW halo in the inner parts
following van der Marel & Kallivayalil (2014). Table
1 summarizes the main properties of these simulations.
We take simulation #7 as our fiducial simulation since
the MW halo model (radially biases) and LMC mass
are closer to current accepted values (e.g., Cunningham
et al. 2019; Erkal et al. 2019).
The DM halos of the MW and the LMC were evolved
separately in isolation for 2 Gyrs in to order to increase
energetic equilibrium in the halos. The LMC was placed
at the virial radius of the MW halo (ICs values are re-
ported in Table 8 of Garavito-Camargo et al. (2019)).
The simulations were run for ∼2 Gyr, and follow the
evolution of the LMC on its first infall into the MW,
starting at the virial radius of the MW halo. At the
present time the position and velocity vectors of the
simulated LMC are within 2σ of the observed values
reported in Kallivayalil et al. (2013).
2.2. The Hernquist Basis Function Expansion:
To analyze the present-day snapshot from our N–body
simulations we use BFE. Several BFE expansions have
1Note, that this value was incorrectly quoted as 4 × 104 M
in Table 1 of G19
been developed in the last three decades. For DM halos,
Clutton-Brock (1973) build a BFE whose zeroth-order
basis is the Plummer profile (Plummer 1911). Simi-
larly, Hernquist & Ostriker (1992) build a BFE based
on the Hernquist profile (Hernquist 1990), given its ac-
curacy this expansion has been widely used in the liter-
ature (e.g Johnston et al. 2001, 2002b,a; Dai et al. 2018;
Sanders et al. 2020). Recently, Lilley et al. (2018b) pre-
sented a flexible BFE expansion based on the NFW pro-
file (Navarro et al. 1997), and more generally a family
of double-power law expansions parametrized with two
parameters were presented in (Lilley et al. 2018a).
In our case the Hernquist BFE is a natural choice since
our simulations were initialized with Hernquist DM ha-
los. Furthermore, (Sanders et al. 2020) show its higher
performance and accuracy with respect to the other ex-
pansions.
In this section we summarize the main equations of
the Hernquist expansion, for completeness the deriva-
tion can be found in Appendix A. For a detailed and
comprehensive derivation of this expansion we refer the
reader to sections 2.2 and 3.1 in Hernquist & Ostriker
(1992) or section 2.1 in Lowing et al. (2011).
The density and potential for a system described by
particles is represented by the following expansions:
ρ(r, θ, φ) =
nmax∑
n
lmax∑
l
l∑
m
Ylm(θ)ρnl(r)(Snlm cosmφ
+Tnlm sinmφ
(1)
Φ(r, θ, φ) =
nmax∑
n
lmax∑
l
l∑
m
Ylm(θ)Φnl(r)(Snlm cosmφ
+Tnlm sinmφ
(2)
Where the coefficients Snlm and Tnlm are defined as:
Snlm =
(2− δm0)
Inl
N∑
k
mkΦnl(rk)Ylm(θk) cosmφk
Tnlm =
(2− δm0)
Inl
N∑
k
mkΦnl(rk)Ylm(θk) sinmφk
(3)
The expressions for ρnl and Φnl can be found in Ap-
pendix A. The normalization factor Inl is defined as:
Inl = −Knl 4pi
28l+6
Γ(n+ 4l + 3)
n!(n+ 2l + 3/2)[Γ(2l + 3/2)]2
(4)
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Simulation: LMC halo mass at infall [×1010M] MW kinematics Name
#1 0.8 Isotropic (βDM = 0) MW model 1 + LMC 1
#2 1.0 Isotropic (βDM = 0) MW model 1 + LMC 2
#3 1.8 Isotropic (βDM = 0) MW model 1 + LMC 3
#4 2.5 Isotropic (βDM = 0) MW model 1 + LMC 4
#5 0.8 Radially biased (βDM = −0.5− 0.2α(r)) MW model 2 + LMC 1
#6 1.0 Radially biased (βDM = −0.5− 0.2α(r)) MW model 2 + LMC 2
#7 1.8 Radially biased (βDM = −0.5− 0.2α(r)) MW model 2 + LMC 3
#8 2.5 Radially biased (βDM = −0.5− 0.2α(r)) MW model 2 + LMC 4
Table 1. Summary of the N–body simulations used in this study. The virial mass of the MW DM halo is 1.2 × 1012M,
corresponding to a Hernquist halo mass of 1.57× 1012M and a Hernquist scale length of a = 40.8 kpc. α = dlnρ(r)
dlnr
. We take
simulation #7 as our fiducial simulation. LMC halo mass refers to the Hernquist mass adopted for the DM profile. Note that
these LMC halo masses were incorrectly listed as the virial mass in Table 2 in G19.
And Knl is defined as:
Knl =
1
2
n(n+ 4l + 3) + (l + 1)(2l + 1) (5)
Python public implementations of the Hernquist &
Ostriker (1992) BFE can be found in the galactic
dynamics Python-libraries Gala (Price-Whelan 2017;
Price-Whelan et al. 2017) 2, and Galpy (Bovy 2015).
An example of how this BFE decomposes the density
and potential for a prolate, oblate, and triaxial halo
can be found in Appendix D. In this paper we used a
modified version of the Gala library, which implements
a new noise reduction method developed in this work
(Appendix B) and is also adjusted for reading N–body
snapshots.
A challenge with BFEs is choosing the order of the ex-
pansion, i.e. nmax and lmax. This choice is not obvious
and depends on the number of particles and morphology
of the system. Weinberg (1996) developed a method to
truncate the expansion by studying the noise generated
by the discrete nature of the simulation. In Appendix B,
we discuss the nature of the noise in BFE and how by
truncating the expansion the noise is reduced.
3. RESULTS: BFE OF THE MW AND THE LMC
SYSTEM
In this section we present a combined BFE that rep-
resents the present-day MW–LMC system. We analyze
the MW–LMC system using three BFE expansions. In
order to compute each of the expansions we organize
the DM particles from the MW and the LMC into three
different components, as defined below.
A similar approach has been used previously to simu-
late mergers of massive galaxies (e.g., van Albada & van
2http://gala.adrian.pw/en/latest/examples/Arbitrary-
density-SCF.html
Gorkom 1977; Villumsen 1982, 1983), we follow these
approach to analyze our N-body simulations.
• LMC: All LMC DM particles that are gravitation-
ally bound to the LMC at the present time. The
LMC’s halo has been tidally distorted by the MW,
requiring a BFE to characterize its asphericity and
evolution.
• LMC’s DM debris: In our simulations the LMC
has transferred a large fraction of its infall DM
halo mass to the MW’s DM halo due to tidal
forces. We define this DM debris as all the LMC’s
DM particles that are presently gravitationally un-
bound to the LMC. The LMC’s DM debris forms
the largest DM flow of particles in the MW at the
present time. (see also Besla et al. 2019). Note,
that the mass of LMC’s debris depends on the
initial conditions, such as the mass profile of the
LMC’s DM halo and total mass. Here we assume
a first infall orbit.
We find that the morphology of the LMC’s DM
debris is highly distorted, and hence we do not
apply a BFE to this component alone. Rather, we
will combine this component with the MW halo to
create a combined expansion.
• MW’s DM halo: All the DM particles that ini-
tially comprised the MW’s DM halo before the
LMC’s infall. The DM wake (Transient and Col-
lective modes) is present in this component, but
the LMC’s DM debris is not.
In the following, we describe three BFEs constructed
to study the above three components: 1) the LMC (par-
ticles bound to the LMC); 2) the MW’s DM halo; 3) the
LMC’s DM debris combined with the MW’s DM halo
particles. The expansion of the LMC (1) combined with
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the expansion of the MW’s DM halo and LMC’s DM
debris (3). The density field for each of these BFEs is
shown in Figure 1. A summary of the main characteris-
tics of the expansions used in this work can be found in
table 2. In the following sections we discuss the details
of how each of these expansions are computed. The
resulting density field for various combinations of the
LMC, LMC Debris and MW DM halo are summarized
in Figure 1.
3.1. The LMC: Defining bound particles with BFEs
We use BFEs to compute the gravitational potential
Φ of the LMC using all the LMC’s DM particles. The
expansion is centered on the LMC, where the cusp of
the LMC was computed using the shrinking sphere al-
gorithm described in Power et al. (2003). We compute
the expansion up to order nmax = lmax = 20. The
gravitational potential is computed using only the coef-
ficients with Γ >5. We keep the halo scale length fixed
during the iterative procedure since the inner region of
the LMC’s halo does not change significantly during its
orbit. We test this by fitting the scale length in each it-
eration to the LMC’s dark matter particle distribution.
We define particles as bound to the LMC if their ki-
netic energy (KE) is less than the gravitational potential
energy (Φ). This is similar to the iterative procedure
used in Johnston et al. (1999). In practice we use the
energy per particle mass and hence a particle is bound
if:
1
2
v2k < ΦBFE , where ΦBFE is computed using equa-
tion A2 at the location of each particle, k. The velocity
vk is computed with respect to the LMC’s cusp.
We iterate the computation of the bound particles for
every particle until we reach 1% convergence in the num-
ber of bound particles. The mean number of iterations
required is ∼ 5.
Panel d) in Figure 1 shows the BFE reconstruction
of the density field of the LMC at the present time.
The LMC DM halo exhibits an S-shape produced by
the tidal field of the MW. This is most pronounced in
the y-z plane (coincident with the orbital plane of the
LMC).
The total bound mass of the LMC at the present-day
(MLMC) depends on both the orbit of the LMC and on
the DM halo profile of the LMC. Figure 2 illustrates the
bound mass of the LMC, MLMC, as a function of the
LMC’s initial virial infall mass (MLMC,vir), for the four
LMC models used in this study.
Bound MLMC ranges from ∼ 4× 1010 (50% of its ini-
tial mass) up to ∼ 7× 1010M (30% of its initial mass).
The most massive LMC models lose a larger fraction of
mass compared to the less massive models. This is ex-
pected because the LMC’s halo profiles of these models
are different. Each LMC’s DM halo is initially repre-
sented by a Hernquist profile with a concentration that
was chosen to reproduce the observed rotation curve of
the LMC (see Garavito-Camargo et al. 2019). As such,
low mass models have a higher halo concentration com-
pared to high mass models. For these low concentration
models, the DM particles in the outskirts of the LMC’s
DM halo are less bound to the LMC than in the higher
concentration models (low mass models). As a result,
the ratio of bound to infall virial mass is larger in the
lower mass models (lower panel of Figure 2).
We illustrate the extent of the LMC’s DM halo in
Figure 3 for all of our four models, in the Galactocen-
tric y− z plane. As a reference, the MW’s disk is shown
in blue. The present-day bound LMC’s DM halo is ex-
tended, where the edge of the halo scale length (red
circle) can be as close as ∼30 kpc from the Galactic
center.
3.2. The MW’s DM halo
Panel c) in Figure 1 shows the present-day MW’s DM
halo without the LMC particles. The distortions to the
density field illustrate the DM halo response due to the
passage of the LMC. Panels f) and e) shows the density
contrast for the MW’s DM halo with and without LMC
debris, computed as:
δρ =
ρ
ρ000
− 1, (6)
where ρ000 corresponds to the density computed with
only the first term in the expansion.
The figure clearly shows the collective response and
wake. The nature of the collective response seems to
be associated with the reflex motion of the MW’s inner
halo caused by the LMC (see Section 4.4). Disentan-
gling the physical causes of the collective response can
be done by examining the covariances between the BFE
coefficients. However, such a study is beyond the scope
of this paper, but will be the subject of future studies.
In the remainder of this section, we will study the com-
bined effect of both the wake and the collective response
using the MW BFE expansion (no LMC particles).
A 3d animated rendering of the density field of the
MW and the density contrast (equation 6), illustrating
the halo response to the LMC’s passage, can be found
here https://vimeo.com/462912670. Frames from this
animation are shown in Figure 4.
We do not include an expansion for the baryonic com-
ponents of the MW (disk and bulge), although they are
included in the N-body simulation as live components
(see Section 2.1). Consequently, the MW’s DM halo
and the LMC do feel the gravitational potential of the
MW disk and bulge.
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Component subscript Number of coefficients rs [kpc] Γopt
LMC’s bound particles LMC 20 12-25 8
MW’s DM halo MW 236 40.85 5
MW’s DM halo with LMC’s DM debris MW+Debris 334 40.85 5
Table 2. Summary of the computed BFE. All the expansions where computed up to nmax = lmax = 20. Noise subtraction
was carried out following the procedure described in Section B. The Hernquist scale-length (rs) is shown in column 3, and the
optimal ‘signal-to-noise’ in column 4.
Figure 1. MW and LMC projected density reconstruction created using BFEs for the present-day snapshot of the MW–LMC
simulation #7 described in Section 2.1. The densities are computed in the x = 0 Galactocentric plane in a slab, 10 kpc in
thickness. Panel a shows the combined density field of the MW and the LMC, computed using two BFEs: one centered on the
MW (panel b) and one on the LMC (panel d) (see details in the text). In total 354 coefficients where used. Panel b shows the
density field of the MW with the LMC’s DM debris. Panel c shows the density field of the MW halo with no LMC particles.
Panel d shows the LMC density field computed on the bound particles of the LMC (see Sections 3 and 3.3 for details). All the
panels are normalized to the same color bar. BFEs enable the characterization of the LMC’s direct contributions to the density
field and accurately disentangle this contribution from the perturbations it induces in the halo. Panels e and f show the DM
debris and wake density field computed as density contrast δρ.
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Figure 2. Top panel: Present-day bound mass of the
LMC, MLMC, as a function of the LMC virial mass at in-
fall, MLMC,vir, for the four LMC halo masses explored in
this study ([8, 10, 18, 25]×1010 M). Bottom panel: Ra-
tio of MLMC to MLMC,vir as a function of MLMC,vir. The
DM halo of each LMC is initially modeled with a Hernquist
profile with a concentration constrained by the observed ro-
tation curve (van der Marel & Kallivayalil 2014). The result-
ing Hernquist scale length, rs, ranges from 10–25 kpc, where
higher mass LMC halos have lower concentrations and larger
rs than lower mass LMC halos. The higher mass LMC halos
thus have more mass at larger distances. This material is
more easily captured by the MW, explaining why the ratio
of present-day bound mass to the infall mass decreases with
increasing LMC infall mass.
3.3. The MW’s DM halo and LMC’s DM debris
Over the last 2 Gyrs, the LMC has lost more than 50%
of its pre-infall mass (see lower panel in Figure 2). This
DM debris extends over large distances throughout the
DM halo. This DM debris can impact the shape of the
MW’s halo (see Section 4.4) and can extend the reach
of direct detection experiments to lower WIMP mass
(Besla et al. 2019).
The mass of the LMC’s DM debris is found using
the same iterative method described in section 3.1, but
now requiring that the kinetic energy exceeds the poten-
tial energy, thus defining unbound LMC particles. The
LMC’s DM debris is found to be an extended asymmet-
ric structure, as illustrated in panel e) in Figure 1. We
then combine the LMC’s DM debris particles with those
of the MW’s DM halo, and utilize one expansion to cap-
ture both the halo response and the LMC’s debris (panel
b) in Figure 1). In this way, the LMC’s debris will be a
perturbation to the MW DM halo.
Figure 3. Projected particle distribution of the LMC bound
particles in the y − z plane. Note that particles in the LMC
debris do overlap with the disk of the MW (Besla et al. 2019).
The red circle illustrates the LMC’s DM halo scale length,
rs. The MW’s disk is shown in blue for reference. The scale
length of the LMC’s DM halo edge can be as close as 30 kpc
from the Galactic center.
There are three component overdensities that com-
prise the LMC’s DM debris: 1) An overdensity sur-
rounding the LMC, corresponding to LMC DM parti-
cles that are nearly bound to the LMC; 2) an overden-
sity leading the LMC, contributing to the Collective Re-
sponse of the halo; and 3) a trailing overdensity, where
LMC DM debris is located below the transient wake in
z, but mainly extends to larger Galactocentric z above
the disk of the MW. We conclude that the LMC DM
Debris is non-negligible, contributing at similar levels in
density as the DM wake and is highly asymmetric. The
impact of this debris cannot be well-represented by the
infall of a static LMC halo.
3.4. The Combined BFE expansion for the MW and
LMC System
With the three optimal BFEs computed for each com-
ponent of the system (LMC, MW, and MW+Debris),
we can now quantify the density, potential, acceleration
and shape of the combined MW–LMC system in a com-
pact and accurate manner. The combined expansion of
all components consists of 364 coefficients for the fidu-
cial simulation (See Table 2). Each combined expansion
contains the information of a 100 million particle simu-
lation.
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Figure 4. The LMC-induced DM wake in the MW DM halo. The density contours are computed using the BFE expansion
computed in the MW’s DM halo. Blue contours represent the overdensities,while the lighter contours show the underdensities.
The wake is a large-scale structure ranging from ∼ 50 kpc out to the edge of the halo. A 3d animated rendering of the density
field of the MW illustrating the halo response to the LMC’s passage, can be found here https://vimeo.com/462912670
Figure 5, illustrates the projected density (left panel),
acceleration (middle panel), and potential (right panel)
fields for the combined MW–LMC system computed
with the BFE. Each row shows a different size-scale of
the system, from a radius of 75 kpc (top panel) to 150
kpc (bottom panel). Note that, to create these com-
bined potentials, the center of each of the expansions is
different. The expansion of the MW and LMC DM de-
bris is centered on the MW COM, while the expansion
of the LMC is centered on the LMC’s COM.
The inner regions (<35 kpc) of the MW’s DM halo
is governed by the presence of the disk and the bulge.
The contribution from the MW disk to plotted the den-
sity, potential and acceleration fields, was added by fit-
ting the simulated MW disk from the N-body simula-
tions with a Miyamoto-Nagai profile (Miyamoto & Na-
gai 1975). The bulge was also added analytically follow-
ing the Hernquist profile used in the initial conditions
from (Garavito-Camargo et al. 2019). While it is possi-
ble to use a BFE for the bulge and the disk, respectively
(Petersen et al. 2019), in this study we are primarily con-
cerned with the perturbations at large distances, where
the deviations from the analytic representations of the
disk and bulge are negligible.
An interesting feature observed in the acceleration
field is the local minimum value between the MW
disk and the LMC. This minimum is located at ~r =
(−2.5xˆ,−31yˆ,−20zˆ) kpc (see white cross in Figure 5),
which is along the separation vector between the LMC
and MW. The position corresponds to (l=280, b = −32)
in galactic coordinates. The location of this minimum
does not vary among our 8 simulations since the enclosed
mass within 50 kpc of the LMC is similar in all models.
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Figure 5. MW–LMC reconstructed density (left panels), potential (middle panels) and acceleration (right panels) fields of the
present day MW, LMC and LMC debris, for the fiducial simulation #7. Top panels shoe the DM halo up to 150 kpc, while the
bottom panels shows the inner regions up to 75 kpc. The BFE expansion was computed using 354 coefficients selected with the
procedure outlined in Section B. We also included the potential of the disk and bulge. The present-day, combined MW–LMC
DM potential and acceleration field is clearly distorted due to the response of the halo (Collective Response and wake), the
LMC halo itself and its DM debris.
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Outside 35 kpc, the perturbations from the LMC be-
come apparent. Formed by the combined contribution of
the MW’s DM halo response, the LMC and the LMC’s
DM debris, the perturbation is anisotropic. The DM
distribution outside 35 kpc is elongated in the yˆ direc-
tion, which is in the direction of the DM wake and the
DM debris. Hence, the DM halo shape/distribution con-
tains information about the location and amplitude of
the DM wake.
Ultimately, our goal is to quantify the perturbation
caused by the LMC in the MW’s DM halo using the
BFEs, we will discuss this in Section 4. We will dis-
cuss how these results change as a function of the MW
anisotropy profile and LMC mass in section 5.2.
4. RESULTS: UNDERSTANDING THE BFE OF
THE MW–LMC DM HALO
In this section we present the main results using the
expansions computed in the previous section. We focus
on the understanding of the MW’s halo shape in the
presence of the LMC. We start by identifying the most
energetic coefficients that dominate the BFE of the com-
bined MW–LMC DM halo in Section 4.1 and 4.2. We
further build insight on how the shape of the halo is re-
lated to the energy in each expansion term and finally
we compare these results to idealized prolate, oblate,
and triaxial halos to quantify how well the DM distribu-
tion of MW–LMC system is described by these simplified
halo models in Section 4.3. We connect how the shape
of the MW’s halo is impacted by the reflex motion in
the halo shape in Section 4.4.
4.1. Gravitational energy using the BFE coefficients
One of the advantages of using BFE is the ability to
decompose the halo response into modes whose ampli-
tudes are the coefficients of the expansion. The contri-
bution to the total gravitational potential energy Unlm
of each mode can be computed with the corresponding
coefficients. We quantify the halo response to the pas-
sage of the LMC in terms of the energy in each expansion
term. The total gravitational potential U for the basis
expansion is defined:
U =
∫
ρ(r)Φ(r)dr (7)
Using the orthonormal properties of the BFE, the grav-
itational potential energy may be expressed in terms of
the BFE coefficients as:
U =
∑
nlm
Unlm =
∑
nlm
Inl
(
S2nlm + T
2
nlm
)
(8)
Note that equation 8 has units of energy, the co-
efficients S and T are unit-less, but the units comes
from the normalization factor Inl (see Eq. A7). The
coefficients used in the energy calculation are already
smoothed, as described in Section B. The most ener-
getic coefficients represent the modes that contribute the
most to the total gravitational potential energy of the
system.
Figure 6 shows the gravitational potential energy,
Unlm, of all coefficients decomposed in n and l, with
m indicated per column. These coefficients were com-
puted for our fiducial simulation #7. The MW BFE is
shown in the top panel. The MW–Debris BFE is shown
in the bottom panel. Overall the dominant modes and
their energetics are consistent for both BFE. However,
the main difference is the appearance of high order l and
n modes for the MW–Debris BFE illustrating the higher
asymmetric nature of the Debris. Their main character-
istics of both BFE are summarized as follows:
1. Globally, the most energetic term is the monopole,
which contributes 99% of the total gravitational
potential energy in both cases. This term is the
spherically symmetric Hernquist DM halo.
2. The radial modes, n > 0, contribute up to order
∼ 20, for the m = l = 0 case.
3. The angular, l, modes appear up to order l = 14,
but most of the energy in those terms is contained
within order l < 6. The angular, m, modes exhibit
contributions up to m = 8 and m = 12; however,
most of the energy is contained in the m = 0, 1, 2
modes (shown in Figure 6).
4. The total gravitational energy U in the MW–
Debris BFE is 10% larger than the MW BFE,
caused by the mass gain from the DM debris (see
Figure 2).
Although globally the halo energetics are reasonably
described by the original, unperturbed Hernquist DM
halo potential, the existence of energetic angular l,m
modes prove the existence of asymmetries induced by
the LMC’s passage within the halo. Furthermore, both
the halo collective response and the wake induced are
localized perturbations that will induce non-negligible
impact on the density (G19) and shape of the halo (see
Section 4.4).
4.2. Visualizing the modes that dominate the halo
response
In this section we qualitatively describe the terms that
most contribute to the formation of the halo response.
Figure 7 shows the projected density field of the halo
response (Collective mode and wake), dissected using
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Figure 6. Gravitational energy Unlm of the most energetic coefficients for the BFE expansion of the MW’s DM halo (upper)
and the MW–Debris (bottom), for the fidicuial simulation #7. Coefficients are defined by their radial modes, n, vs. their angular
mode l, with the dominant m modes indicated in each column. Note that by definition of the BFE there are no coefficients with
l < m. The most energetic term is the monopole, indicating that overall the LMC has not dramatically altered the symmetry
of the original dark matter halo. However, there are energetic terms present from angular modes, indicating that asymmetric
structures do exist, even if they do not dominate. In contrast to expectations for idealized, symmetric halos (oblate, prolate or
triaxial, see Section 4.3), the LMC induces contributions from dipole terms (l = 1) and high order odd l terms (e.g., l = 3, 5).
Overall, the inclusion of the LMC’s DM debris increases the number of coefficients, both at higher l and n.
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different sets of coefficients, ranked by their order. Each
column shows the reconstruction up to a different max-
imal order in l and m, from lmax = mmax = 0 (left
column) up to lmax = mmax = 4 (right column). In
each row the maximal order of the radial n term is in-
creased. This means that the upper left panel only con-
tains two coefficients, n = 0 and n = 1, while the bottom
right panel has the most terms, up to nmax = 20 and
lmax = 4. Below we list the the salient features for each
columns.
The left column illustrates spherically symmetric
density fields. As the order in n increases, each term
contributes to a perturbation at a characteristic radius.
The combination of these n-modes creates a more com-
plex perturbation that sets the radial scale of the halo
response. For example, in the lower left panel, the over-
densities appear mainly beyond 50 kpc, which coincides
with where the wake starts to pick up.
The middle and right columns: As we increase
the order in l and m, we see deviations from spherically
symmetric perturbations. For lmax = mmax = 1 we
clearly see a dipole in the density field, corresponding
to the collective response and reflex motion. The ampli-
tude of the lmax = 2 mode would be responsible of ap-
plying torques to the disk (e.g Weinberg 1998b; Go´mez
et al. 2013, 2017; Laporte et al. 2018b,a). The bottom
row illustrates that the radial structure of the dipole is
defined by the n terms. The level of asymmetry needed
to reveal the wake is reached at lmax = mmax=4.
Distinguishing between the collective response and the
wake is not straightforward. Furthermore, dissecting all
the dynamical features in the simulations would require
additional analysis of the coefficients and its time evo-
lution.
4.3. The shape of the MW’s DM halo in comparison to
standard halo shapes
In our simulations we start with an idealized spherical
halo. However, cosmologically, halos are not expected to
be spherical (e.g White & Silk 1979; Zemp et al. 2011;
Vera-Ciro et al. 2011; Chua et al. 2019; Emami et al.
2020). In this section, we use the BFE to analyze the
shape of the MW–LMC halo shape and compare it with
MW–like halos proposed in the literature. More details
about the BFE of triaxial halos can be found in Ap-
pendix D.
We compute a BFE to simulations of oblate, prolate,
triaxial halos whose main properties are summarized in
table 3. In addition, we study the Law & Majewski
(2010) halo shape meausrement derived from fitting the
Sgr stream and MW–like halos found in cosmological
simulations, such as those found in the Illustris cosmo-
logical suite (Chua et al. 2019). These halos are charac-
terized by the three axes describing the shape of ellip-
soids: a is the major, b the intermediate, and c the minor
axis. We then utilize axis ratios to define the ellipsoid:
sρ = c/a, the minor to major axis ratio; and qρ = b/a,
the intermediate to major axis ratio. The triaxiality of
the halo can be defined in terms of s and q as:
Tqs =
1− q2ρ
1− s2ρ
. (9)
If Tqs ≥ 0.67, the halo is considered to be prolate. If
0.67 ≥ Tqs ≥ 0.33 the halo is triaxial, and if Tqs ≤ 0.33
the halo is oblate.
Name sρ, qρ Triaxiality (Tqs)
Oblate (0.5, 1) 0
Prolate (0.5, 0.5) 1
Triaxial (0.7, 0.9) 0.37
Chua19 (0.2, 0.8) 0.527
Law-Majewsky (LM10) (0.44, 0.97) 0.17
Table 3. Properties of simulated idealized asymmetric ha-
los. All the halos have∼ 2×106 particles, and were initialized
with a Hernquist density profile with the same scale length
rs = 40.85 kpc of the simulated MW. All the halos were
built by deforming the spherical Hernquist halo by the listed
values of sρ and qρ (in density), the minor to major and in-
termediate to major axis ratio respectively. The triaxial halo
is a more extreme triaxial halo that we use in Figure 10 for
illustrative purposes. We also study mean shapes of MW–
like halos (Chua19) found in the Illustris simulations (Chua
et al. 2019). Finally, we include the MW halo shape derived
in Law & Majewski (2010) (LM10).
Figure 8, summarizes our findings for the BFE for our
simulated oblate, prolate and triaxial halos. Each square
in the l−m grid shows the energy corresponding to the
sum of all the n-modes with the same l and m. That is,
Ulm =
∑
n Unlm.
Prolate halos only have m = 0 modes. Corresponding
to the ‘zonal’ spherical harmonics that do not depend on
longitude and whose lobes are perpendicular to the plane
of the MW’s disk. Oblate halos on the other hand, have
a major contribution from the |m| = l modes. These
are represented by the “sectoral” spherical harmonics,
whose lobes are parallel to the MW’s disk. The BFE for
the triaxial halo is a mixture of that of the prolate and
oblate halos.
The sign of the coefficients can also be used as an
indicator of the halo shape. Oblate halos have negative
values for the l = 2iodd modes. See Appendix D for
further details. Note that, in all cases, as the axis ratios
increase, higher-order terms will be needed to properly
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Figure 7. Projected density field of the halo response reconstructed using different sets of terms of the expansion. Color scale
indicates the density relative to the monopole. Each column shows the reconstruction up to a different maximal order in l and
m, from lmax = mmax = 0 (left column) up to lmax = mmax = 4 (right column). In each row the maximal order of the radial n
term is increased. Angular terms build the asymmetric structure of the halo response. The terms with odd l and m contribute
to the asymmetry in the density field between the north and south (i.e the Collective Response). Radial terms build the radial
scale of the response (bottom row). The level of asymmetry needed to reveal the wake is reached at lmax = 4 (right column).
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Figure 8. Energy contribution of each l,m mode, summed over all n-modes, for idealized and cosmologically motivated
aspherical halos: prolate (left), oblate (middle) and triaxial (right). The triaxial halo is the average halo shape for halos in the
Illustris simulation (Chua et al. 2019). Properties of these halos are summarized in in Table 3. In all cases, most of the energy
is in the l = 0 mode, comprising ∼ 90 % of the energy, followed by the l = 2 (quadrupole) and the l = 4 modes. Oblate halos
consist of higher order m modes, which do not appear in Prolate halos. For all halos, odd l modes do not appear since these
modes are not radially symmetric. The existence of odd modes would signify divergence from these standard halos.
characterize the structure. The main characteristic of
these idealized halos is that the odd l and m modes do
not appear in the expansion, as they are not radially
symmetric. As such, the existence of odd modes would
signify divergence from these standard halos.
With this intuition in mind, we can now move forward
and analyze how a more complicated, asymmetric struc-
ture, such as the DM wake produced by the LMC, will
manifest in the BFE space.
In Figure 9, we plot the energy contribution of each
l,m mode, summed over all n-modes, for the expansion
of the MW and MW–LMC Debris. In both cases the
MW halo responds to the presence of the LMC, but the
LMC bound particles are not included in the expansion.
The role of the LMC Debris is to increase the power in
the even terms and also to increase the number of terms
at high l.
Comparing Figure 8 with Figure 9, we find that the
most energetic coefficients in the perturbed MW halo
are distinct from those observed in idealized or cosmo-
logically motivated halos.
In the MW BFE, the monopole term is the dominant
mode, followed by the l = 1 mode, as also found by
Tamfal et al. (2020) and in the kinematics of the halo
particle Cunningham et al. (2020). This corresponds
to the dipole response, which is induced by the reflex
motion (see 4.4). In other words, we find strong contri-
butions from radially asymmetric modes (odd l-modes),
which are completely absent in the idealized halos shown
in Figure 8. The LMC’s impact on the MW halo is not
expected to distort the in a manner consistent with a
prolate, oblate or triaxial DM distribution.
In Figure 10, we plot the energy as a function of l and
m modes, respectively, to better illustrate the difference
between our simulated MW and idealized halos. The
role of the debris is to increase the energy of the even l
terms. This reveals that the debris has a radially sym-
metric structure that is produced by the trailing and
leading components of the debris.
Overall, the energy of the even l and m terms is higher
for the chosen oblate, prolate, and triaxial halos than in
the MW and MW–Debris. The difference is even higher
with the respect to the LM10 halo that has very high
values of energy specially between l = 2 − 6. Implying
that the MW alone could not generate the deformations
measured by (Law & Majewski 2010) in the halo in our
models. However, it is still unknown if the response
to the passage of the LMC of an initial MW triaxial
can explain the resulting halo shape of Law & Majewski
(2010). In addition, the direct torque from the LMC on
the Sgr. stream (Vera-Ciro & Helmi 2013; Go´mez et al.
2015) has to be taken into account to properly inter-
pret the measured shape of Law & Majewski (2010) as
demonstrated in Vasiliev et al. (2020). Evidence of the
direct torque from the LMC in stellar streams has been
detected in the Orphan stream (Erkal et al. 2019), where
a highly flatten MW DM halo was also preferred in order
to reproduce the morphology of the stream. This rein-
forces the idea that measuring halo shapes using streams
need to take into account the both the direct torque from
the LMC as well as the halo response as recently shown
in Vasiliev et al. (2020).
Interestingly, the triaxial halo from Chua et al. (2019)
(green stars), where the power of the l = 4, 6 terms
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Figure 9. Similar to Figure 8, but for the present day MW
DM distribution (upper panel) and the MW–Debris (mid-
dle panel) after the passage of the LMC. The bottom panel
shows the ratio of the above two panels. Results are shown
for the fiducial model (simulation #7). Bound LMC parti-
cles are not included. The largest contributions to the energy
are from the l = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 terms. This is in contrast to ex-
pectations for ideal halos, which do not exhibit odd terms (
Figure 8). These trends are consistent among all the LMC
mass models (see Section 5.2) and MW models. The LMC’s
DM debris increases the number of terms at higher l, indi-
cating that the debris is spherically asymmetric. The debris
also increases the power of the even l modes as shown in the
bottom panel.
are consistent with those of the MW and MW–Debris.
This indicates that it may be challenging to disentan-
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Figure 10. Energy in the l and m modes for the MW BFE
(solid line) and MW–Debris (dashed line), compared to the
prolate (blue squares), oblate (red triangles), and triaxial
halos (black stars). The mean halos found in Illustris for
MW–like galaxies are shown as green stars. The MW’s DM
halo measured by (Law & Majewski 2010) is shown with
purple circles. Overall, the energy in the l and m modes
is higher in the prolate, oblate, and triaxial halos. For the
Chua19 halo the energy in the l = 4, 6 modes is similar to
both the MW and MW–Debris. The LM10 halo has very
high values of energy specially between l = 2−6, very distinct
to those found for the MW–LMC halo. These results show
how BFE can be used to explore the shape of DM halos, and
how the axis ratios of the halos are proportional to Ul and
Um.
gle the impact of the LMC from the structure induced
by the cosmological assembly history of the MW. The
quadrupole terms (l and m) may serve as a discriminant
of the halo triaxiality and effect from the LMC. A boost
in the quadrupole relative to the higher order terms may
signal underlying triaxiality. The slope of the energy as
a function of l and m is correlated with the degree of tri-
axiality (T ), where the slope flattens as the axis ratios
decrease. Also note that the power increases for more
highly-triaxial halos, as shown by the black stars. These
results motivate the use of BFE to explore the shape of
DM halos.
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It is not straightforward to disentangle the halo re-
sponse due to a passage of a massive satellite from its
intrinsic/initial shape in simulations. A proper diagnos-
tic will require a proper assessment of the covariances of
the coefficients to quantify the halo response similar to
Ghil et al. (2002); Darling & Widrow (2019).
4.4. Quantifying the reflex motion with the MW’s halo
shape: Inner vs. Outer
We now turn our attention to understand the origin
of the MW’s shape in our simulations. The present-day
shape of the density field of the MW’s DM halo is sensi-
tive to the recent infall of the LMC. The following phys-
ical processes take place over the last 2 Gyrs: 1) Density
asymmetries occur owing to the LMC’s bound DM halo,
unbound DM debris and the wake; 2) Reflex motion: As
these asymmetries develop within a live halo, the COM
of the inner halo shifts. This manifests in a reflex motion
that might observable in the outer halo; 3) Barycenter
motion: These two effects, combined, result in a new
mass distribution that displaces the orbital barycenter,
or COM, of the MW and LMC system from the COM of
the MW disk. In this section, we quantify and identify
the contribution of these processes to the shape of the
MW’s DM halo density distribution at the present day.
As stated in earlier, the COM of the MW’s disk has
moved as a function of time owing to the infall of the
LMC (e.g Go´mez et al. (2015); Petersen & Pen˜arrubia
(2020)), but most of this motion has occurred recently.
This is illustrated in the top panel of Figure 11, which
shows the change in COM position of the MW’s disk
with respect to its present day location, as a function of
lookback time.
The bottom panel shows the cumulative COM motion
as a function of lookback time. From both of these plots
we conclude that the COM of the MW’s disk moves more
than 50% of the total displacement in the last 0.5 Gyrs,
which corresponds to a distance of 20 kpc for the fiducial
LMC mass model (LMC3), in agreement with previous
studies (Go´mez et al. (2015); Erkal et al. (2019); Pe-
tersen & Pen˜arrubia (2020)). The rapid motion of the
disk COM over such a short time-scale implies that the
impact on specific objects in orbit about the MW disk
will depend on their radius and orbital period.
The entire halo of the MW will not respond as a
rigid body to the COM motion of the disk. Instead,
the motion of the halo will vary as a function of radius.
The amplitude of the corresponding reflex motion of the
MW’s halo depends on the infall mass of the LMC, its
orbit, and the Transient and Collective response of the
MW’s DM halo to the LMC’s passage (1 in the para-
graph above). The inner regions of the halo will move
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Figure 11. Time evolution of the position of the COM of
the MW’s disk (Gyr ago). Top panel: Distance to the COM
of the MW’s disk relative to the present-day location for the
anisotropic MW models (sims 5-8). Line thickness indicates
the LMC’s mass at infall, where LMC3 is the fiducial model.
Over the last 2 Gyrs, the disk moves from 20 to 50 kpc,
depending on the LMC mass. This is similar to findings in
Go´mez et al. (2015), but accounts for the halo response and
tidal deformation of the LMC. Bottom panel: Cumulative
COM motion of the MW disk as a function of lookback time.
80% of the MW’s COM movement takes place in the last Gyr
and 50% in the last 0.5 Gyr.
with the disk, but the outer regions will lag, and hence
are displaced from the disk COM. Our goal is to distin-
guish the radius of this inner halo and characterize the
relative COM motion of the outer halo.
Focusing on the present day halo, we quantify the in-
ner halo as those regions that follows the COM displace-
ment of the disk. We compute the COM of isodensity
contours of the halo using the BFE, as a function of dis-
tance. We further distinguish the effects of the LMC and
the LMC’s DM debris in these calculations by compar-
ing results using the BFE with or without those particles
(see section 3).
The left panel of Figure 12 shows the resulting COM
position of isodensity contours within the present day
halo of the MW, as a function of distance, rell, which is
the ellipsoid radius:
r2ell = x
2 +
y2
q2
+
z2
s2
, (10)
In Figure 12, we provide a visualisation of isodensity
contours in the binary MW–LMC system. We also de-
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fine three sets of isodensity contours. Those correspond-
ing to just the host halo, the host and satellite and the
host and the satellite’s unbound debris. As we will see,
such decomposition gives further insight in the relative
importance of various components in the MW in mod-
ulating the COM as a function of elliptical radius. This
in turn allows us to pin different physical mechanisms at
play and their relative importance spatially (tidal strip-
ping vs intruding perturber).
Indeed, as one can see in the left panel indicates that
the COM of the halo is not coincident with that of the
MW disk at all radii. Within rell ∼30 kpc, the halo
moves coherently with the MW’s disk COM (pink re-
gions in both left and right panels).
Past rell ∼30 kpc, isodensity contours are distorted
by the LMC (right panel and grey shaded region in left
panel. At distances larger than 30 kpc, the halo COM
positions begin to diverge from that of the inner halo.
These outer radii are affected by different factors. When
MW particles alone are considered (blue dashed lines),
the offset reflects both the reflex motion of the halo and
the wake and Collective halo response to the LMC’s or-
bit. The inclusion of debris particles from the LMC
augments the COM displacement at radii larger than 90
kpc (blue shaded region), whereas the inclusion of the
LMC bound particles augments the displacement from
50-90 kpc.
Although we have computed the COM within isoden-
sity shells, the measured displacement should also reflect
the behavior of the orbital barycenter of the MW–LMC
system.
We conclude that due to the reflex motion of the halo,
observable signatures in the radial velocities of stars
should occur at ∼ 30 kpc. Orbits will be affected at
radii >30 kpc, owing to the changing orbital barycenter
of the MW–LMC system.
The reflex motion creates a dipole pattern in the ra-
dial velocities and net vertical velocity vzof stars/DM in
the outer halo (> 30 kpc). The northern hemisphere ap-
pears to be redshifted while the southern is blueshifted.
We quantify this dipole pattern by computing a spheri-
cal harmonic expansion; the magnitude of the contribu-
tion from the ` = 1 modes (i.e., the dipole modes), as
a function of radius, is shown in Figure 13. The power
in the dipole increases steeply after 30 kpc, consistent
with our findings with the COM analysis.
The reflex motion location can be estimated to first
order with rigid potentials for both the MW and LMC
system. However, such models cannot account for the
different behavior of the inner vs. outer halo
While the reflex motion and the barycenter can be
estimated to first order using simple sourcing of rigid
potentials as done in earlier works (e.g: Go´mez et al.
2015; Erkal et al. 2019), these models cannot capture the
higher order variations as a function of distance which
arise from the complex marriage between contributions
from tidal stripping and response of a halo a sinking
perturber, which give rise to different behaviors in the
inner and outer halo of the Galaxy.
5. DISCUSSION
Here we discuss: What are the possible observable ef-
fects of the MW’s reflex motion in Section 5.1; 2) the
impact of uncertainties in LMC mass and the veloc-
ity anisotropy profile of the MW’s halo to our results
(Section 5.2); 3) the consequences of our results to the
present-day satellites of the LMC (Section 5.3); and 4)
the possible applications of BFEs in the field in Sec-
tion 5.4.
5.1. Possible observable effects of the MW’s reflex
motion
Here we outline specific cases where the reflex motion
of the MW must be accounted for, where the reflex mo-
tion is a function of radius and is impacted by the LMC,
LMC Debris and halo response Figure 13.
Models of the Sagittarius stream: Models of the
Sagittarius stream must include the gravitational in-
fluence of the LMC. Early works by Law & Majewski
(2010); Vera-Ciro & Helmi (2013) showed that the LMC
can have an important contribution to the shape of the
potential. Go´mez et al. (2015) showed that the LMC is
perturbing the orbit of Sagittarius and hence its tidal
debris will not lie in the plane of the orbit.
Based on our analysis we expect that stars within the
Sagittarius stream will exhibit the reflex motion of the
inner halo. The Sagittarius stream is unique in that it
exists in both the inner, intermediate and outer halos,
and thus may show interesting phase space properties
at distances larger than 35 kpc vs. at smaller radii.
Stellar streams: We expect this to be true of any
stream that crosses the inner and outer halos. Note
that for any stream outside of 35 kpc, the COM of the
MW+LMC system is changing as a function of radius
Figure 12.
Mass estimates of the Milky Way: Mass esti-
mates of the MW that use the kinematics of outer halo
tracers, e.g Watkins et al. (2010), will be impacted by
the reflex motion Erkal & Belokurov (2020). In addition,
the halo response to the LMC (Transient and Collective
Modes) as well as the LMC debris will result in asym-
metric perturbations to the kinematics on the sky (G19)
that will impact mass measurements differently depend-
ing on the location of the tracer on the sky (Besla et al
in prep).
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Figure 12. Left panel: COM of the MW (blue dashed), MW–Debris (pink dashed-dotted), and MW–LMC (solid green) as a
function of distance. Distance here refers to the ellipsoidal radius of the contour. Density contours were computed using the
corresponding BFE expansions, where the COM refers to the COM of the corresponding shell. We define an inner halo (<30
kpc) that responds coherently to the motion of the disk COM (pink shaded region; see right panel). The COM of the outer halo
(>30 kpc) is displaced from the disk COM owing multiple effects. The halo response impacts the COM at radii larger than 30
kpc (blue dashed line) and is the dominant effect. The LMC bound particles impact the DM mass distribution, and thus the
COM, from 50-90 kpc (orange region). Finally, the LMC’s DM debris impacts the DM mass distribution at >90 kpc (shaded
blue region). Right panel: Density contours showing the shape of the inner vs. the outer halo. At 30 kpc, the halo density
contours are maximally impacted by the LMC, defining the maximal radius for the inner halo.
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Figure 13. Amplitude of the ` = 1 modes (i.e., the dipole
modes) in the spherical harmonic expansion of the radial
velocity field, for the simulations with an anisotropic MW
model (simulations 5-8 in Table 1). We compute the spheri-
cal harmonic expansion of the radial velocity field as in Cun-
ningham et al. (2020), using the software package healpy
(Zonca et al. 2019), based on the Healpix scheme (Go´rski
et al. 2005). Power was computed using only the MW’s DM
halo particles centered on the MW’s disk, where the speeds
are impacted by both the halo response and the LMC. We
find that the velocity of the dipole begins to increase at∼30
kpc (dashed line), and then increases substantially after 50
kpc for all the LMC mass models, consistent with our find-
ings. This signal is generated by the COM motion of the
inner halo (< 30 kpc), as illustrated in Figure 12.
Radial velocities of the outer halo: The kinemat-
ics of the outer halo are predicted to exhibit a dipole in
radial velocities (Garavito-Camargo et al. 2019; Petersen
& Pen˜arrubia 2020; Cunningham et al. 2020). Where
the northern galactic hemisphere is moving away, while
the southern hemisphere is moving towards us.
5.2. Impact of the mass of the LMC and anisotropy of
the MW halo
Here we explore how our results scale as a as a function
of LMC mass and anisotropy of the MW halo. All results
until now have largely focused on our fiducial model (sim
#7). We have computed the BFE for 4 different LMC
models [8 − 25 × 1011 M]. In two different MW halo
models (isotropic and radially biased), as outlined in
Table 1. Our first goal is to understand the changes in
the BFE and thus the structure of the halo response.
We start by studying the effect of the LMC mass and
MW model on the displacement of the COM of the inner
halo with respect to the outer regions, which manifests
as a reflex motion. This is shown in Figure 14. Both
MW models lead to similar results (blue vs gray shaded
regions). The LMC mass impacts the amplitude of the
COM displacement only at radii > 30-50 kpc. This is
illustrated by the width of the shaded line, which rep-
resents results from all four LMC models. The larger
impact of LMC mass on the displacement of the outer
regions of the MW halo is expected as the bound mass of
the LMC was larger at infall vs. at present day (see Fig-
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Figure 14. COM as a function of rell for both MW models
and all LMC mass models (1−4, denoted by the width of the
shaded regions) is computed with the eight MW BFEs. In
the inner halo (< 30−50 kpc) the COM motion is consistent
for all the models, while in the outer halo the effect of the
reflex motion varies at all radii. The impact of the LMC
mass is stronger in the outer regions of the halo.
ure 2). This is consistent with the results of the radial
velocity dipole in Figure 13. We thus define 30 kpc as
the boundary between the inner and outer halo, defined
as where both the COM of the halo is no longer coinci-
dent with the disk center and where the velocity dipole
is appreciable. We find that this value of 30 kpc is inde-
pendent of LMC infall mass. This is because although
the LMC models have different infall masses, they are
all constrained to have similar inner mass profiles owing
to constraints from the observed rotation curve (§ 2.1
and G19).
We now study the total gravitational energy (U) in
the coefficients as a function of LMC mass. We use the
BFEs for the MW and MW+Debris. Figure 16 shows
U as a function of LMC mass for both MW models. For
the MW BFE (dashed line) the gravitational energy in-
creases mildly with LMC mass, this expected since the
total mass of the MW’s halo is the same for all LMC
mass models. In contrast, for the MW+Debris the gravi-
tational energy increases up to 17%. This indicates that
the unbound particles are a non-negligible contributor
to the expansion at all LMC mass and the gravitational
energy of the system.
As shown in Section D, idealized prolate, oblate and
triaxial halos do not have power in the odd terms. The
radial asymmetries in the halo can thus be quantified
by looking at the ratio of the potential energy in the
odd vs even m, l terms in the expansion, excluding the
monopole term.
For the MW BFE, we find that the ratio of the power
in the odd terms/even terms increases as a function of
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Figure 15. Total gravitational energy from all the coef-
ficients for the MW (dashed line) and MW+Debris BFEs
(solid line), where the MW BFE includes the halo response
to the LMC’s orbit. Plotted are results using the isotropic
and anisotropic MW halo models. The gravitational energy
of the MW does not change as a function of LMC mass since
the total mass of the MW’s halo remains constant. For the
MW+Debris there is a relative increase of 17% owing the
mass contribution of the LMC’s debris.
LMC mass. For high LMC infall mass, this ratio can
be as high as a factor of three. This corroborates the
asymmetric nature of the halo response.
Interestingly, with the inclusion of the LMC debris,
the even terms dominate and the ratio exhibits little
evolution as a function of LMC mass. The DM Debris
is radially asymmetric since it lies preferentially in a
plane perpendicular to the MW disk. As such, most of
its power is in the even terms as shown in Figure 10. As
a result the MW+Debris halo is more symmetric than
the MW halo. As such, our conclusion remains that
it may be challenging to disentangle the impact of the
LMC from traditional prolate, oblate or triaxial halos.
We find that the m = 1 mode is the most impacted
by LMC mass. This mode is correlated with the ampli-
tude of the reflex motion (see middle column of Figure
7). Figure 17 shows that the ratio of the energy of the
m = 1 relative to the monopole (m = 0) increases as a
function of LMC mass. However, as the mass increases
beyond our fiducial LMC3 model, the increase is not as
dramatic. This figure also serves to illustrates how the
Collective response scales with LMC mass.
5.3. Bound satellites of the LMC
Using the BFE of the simulated LMC we can estimate
which observed MW satellite galaxies are bound to the
LMC at the present time accounting for the potential of
the wake, the collective response, the LMC’s DM debris
and the reflex motion. We define whether a satellite is
bound or unbound using the criteria outlined in 3.1.
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Figure 16. Gravitational power in all odd terms in the ex-
pansion relative to the even terms (excluding the monopole),
as a function of LMC mass. Note that the BFEs for Prolate,
Oblate, and Triaxial halos only consist of even terms. Plot-
ted are results for the coefficients for the MW (dashed line)
and MW+Debris (solid lines) BFEs.
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Figure 17. Gravitational energy of the m = 1, 2 & l =
1, 2 modes with respect to the monopole as a function of
LMC mass for the MW BFE. The m = 1 mode contains
information of the dipole induced by the LMC and hence of
the reflex motion of the MW. The power of the m = 1 mode
increases as a function of LMC mass, this is in agreement
with the amplitude of the displacement of MW’s COM as a
function of the LMC mass.
The solid lines in Figure 18 illustrate our main find-
ings for six of the proposed Magellanic satellites in the
literature (e.g, Jethwa et al. 2016; Sales et al. 2017; Erkal
& Belokurov 2020; Patel et al. 2020), as a function of
LMC mass. We choose the six more bound satellites for
our analysis. Note that we have ignore the gravitational
potential of the SMC as opposed to Patel et al. (2020).
The dashed lines show the analytic present day calcula-
tion assuming a rigid spherical LMC with the same mass
and scale lengths as those used in the initial conditions
for the G19 simulations (i.e no mass loss over time). We
find that, at the present time, the only bound ultra-faint
dwarf satellite of the LMC is Phoenix 2.
The SMC is barely bound to the LMC only in our
fiducial model, LMC3. Increasing the mass of the LMC
(e.g. LMC4) does not improve the LMC’s ability to hold
on to the SMC. This is because the LMC models were
constructed to match the rotation curve, which required
decreasing the concentration of the LMC halo as the
infall mass increased. In the simulations, this makes it
easier to unbind material, which is not captured in the
analytic models.
We show the present day location and velocity vec-
tors of the six most bound satellites of the LMC, in
the LMC’s reference frame, in Figure 19. The locations
of the proposed Magellanic satellites are largely outside
the currently bound DM distribution of the LMC, but
are coincident with the distribution of the LMC’s DM
Debris (Sales et al. 2011; Kallivayalil et al. 2018). This
suggests that some of them could been bound to the
LMC in the past.
Interestingly, all six satellites are currently moving
away from the LMC. Phoenix 2 has the lowest relative
radial velocity, vr ∼ 6 km/s. Patel et al. (2020) conclude
that Phoenix 2 is a recently captured satellite and Jerjen
et al. (2018) illustrated the presence of tidal arms possi-
bly from the interaction with the LMC - our results are
consistent but new orbital calculations are needed that
account for the LMC’s time evolving potential.
We conclude that analytic models of the LMC that
ignore mass loss will overestimate the number of satel-
lites bound to the LMC. However, this does not mean
that these satellites were not bound to the LMC in the
past and hence a time-dependent analysis remains to be
done.
5.4. BFE applications in astrophysics
Within the context of gravitational dynamics, BFEs
are functional expansions that are used to compactly
represent the density and potential fields of collision-
less gravitational systems. BFEs could be used within
gravity solvers to improve the performance of galactic
N-body simulations (e.g., Clutton-Brock 1973; Wein-
berg 1989; Hernquist & Ostriker 1992; Weinberg 1994,
1995) or to analyze the output from N-body simula-
tions (e.g., Lowing et al. 2011). Hence there is plenty of
room for using BFEs in various astrophysical regimes,
including: quantifying DM halo shapes, quantifying the
morphology of galactic disks and the bar (e.g., Holley-
Bockelmann et al. 2005; Petersen et al. 2019), build-
ing time-dependent potentials for galaxies and galaxy
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Figure 18. Ratio of the kinetic to potential energy (|2T |/V )
of proposed LMC satellite galaxies from (Patel et al. 2020)
as a function of LMC infall mass. Satellites are bound if the
ratio is less than 1. The ratio is computed using the BFE
for the simulated LMC (solid lines) and for an analytic, rigid
LMC halo that represents the LMC at infall (dashed lines).
For the BFE expansion, only Phoenix2 is currently bound to
the LMC. The SMC is barely bound only if the infall mass of
the LMC is 1.8 ×1011 M (i.e., our fiducial model LMC3).
In contrast to the analytic models, which indicate that the
strength of the binding energy increases with LMC mass, we
find that LMC4 is unable to capture satellites other than
Phx2. This results from the lower concentration of this halo
required to match the observed LMC rotation curve, making
it more susceptible to mass loss from MW tides. Ignoring
the mass loss of the LMC will thus overestimate the number
of presently bound satellites of the LMC, but these galaxies
may still have been bound to the LMC at some point in the
past.
clusters, computing fast orbit integration of tracers in
time-dependent potentials (Garavito-Camargo, et al. in
prep), and building strong gravitational lensing maps.
There are two important aspects that one needs to
take into account when using BFEs: 1) choosing the
right BFE; and 2) choosing the length of the expansion
(this will be discussed in detail in section B). Choosing
the appropriate BFE depends on the dynamical state of
the system to be studied. If the system does not dras-
tically change in morphology within a dynamical time,
one can use the BFE that is build on an analytical ba-
sis (e.g., this study, Clutton-Brock 1973; Hernquist &
Ostriker 1992; Lilley et al. 2018b,a). However, if the
system is changing rapidly, the chosen BFE will not rep-
resent the system closely and hence the convergence of
the expansion is not guaranteed. To alleviate this obsta-
cle, Weinberg (1999) applied BFE to directly solve nu-
merically the Sturm-Liouville equation in which a pair
of bi-orthogonal functions are found at every time-step.
Hence the system can be represented accurately at every
time-step. As such, BFEs provide a unique way to char-
acterize and simulate potentials of galaxies accurately
and efficiently, enabling broad applications.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have applied Basis Function Expansions (BFE) to
N–body simulations of the MW–LMC system that were
presented in Garavito-Camargo et al. (2019). These sim-
ulations follow the first infall of an LMC (MLMC =8,10,
18, 25 ×1010 M at infall) towards the MW (MMW =1.2
×1012 M), where the MW’s velocity anisotropy profile
can be isotropic (Model 1) or radially biased (Model 2).
Our fiducial model is an LMC with an infall mass of 18
×1010 M, about a MW Model 2, which generates the
strongest wake (Garavito-Camargo et al. 2019). This
fiducial LMC model has the mean expected infall mass
for the LMC from abundance matching (e.g Moster et al.
2013).
In this study, we have quantified the density, poten-
tial, and acceleration field of the combined MW–LMC
system at the present time, using a total of 590 coeffi-
cients in the BFE. We find that the LMC does impact
the density and potential of the MW in all simulations,
resulting in an asymmetric DM distribution that devi-
ates from common descriptions for DM halos, such as
oblate, prolate, and triaxial.
We have also presented new methodology for reducing
the noise in the BFE and for choosing the length of the
expansion, which builds on work by Weinberg (1996).
This significantly reduces the number of coefficients in
the expansion (by factors of 10), allowing us to identify
coefficients that actually contain information. Further-
more, we have illustrated how to use BFEs to model a
host–satellite system, such as the MW–LMC. We used
multiple BFEs, one centered on the host’s cusp and the
other on the satellite’s cusp (see §Appendix B and §3).
We also isolated the impact of DM particles removed
from the satellite by the tidal field of the host (§3.3).
This methodology is generic and can be applied to any
simulated host galaxy and its satellites.
Our main findings regarding the density and potential
fields of the combined MW–LMC system at the present
time as follows:
1. A dipole, l = 1 mode, dominates the Collec-
tive Response, including the reflex motion
of the inner halo. The gravitational energy of
the coefficients in the BFE can be used to iden-
tify the modes that dominate the structure of the
perturbed MW halo. While the monopole term
contributes the most, with 99% of the total grav-
itational energy, dipole terms (l = 1) are required
to explain the North/South asymmetry induced
by the Collective Response in agreement with re-
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Figure 19. Projected positions and velocity vectors of the most bound satellites of the LMC, plotted in the LMC’s rest frame.
The sizes of the arrows illustrate the magnitudes of the velocities. All six satellites are moving away from the LMC. Phoenix
2 (Phx2), the most bound satellite, has the lowest radial velocity (vr ∼ 6 km/s). All satellites are currently located outside
the distribution of bound DM particles (colored contours), but consistent with the distribution of LMC DM debris (shown with
white dots).
cent studies (Cunningham et al. 2020; Tamfal et al.
2020). These terms characterize the reflex motion.
2. The radial extent of the halo response is set
by the n modes. After the monopole, the top
ten most energetic terms have l = m = 0. These n
modes build the radial extent of the halo response,
starting at ∼30 kpc and extending to the virial
radius.
3. The asymmetric nature of the halo response
(Collective Response and wake) is built
by contributions from the angular terms.
Asymmetric structures like the wake start to be
reconstructed by l,m > 4 modes. Note that iso-
lating the terms that contribute specifically to the
wake vs. the Collective Response will require a
deeper analysis of the coefficients that is beyond
the scope of this paper. However, this methodol-
ogy does allow us to model the acceleration field
from both these perturbations to model orbits
(work in preparation).
4. The shape of the MW’s DM halo response
to the LMC is not well described as triaxial,
prolate or oblate. Cosmologically motivated
triaxial, oblate and prolate halos are necessarily
symmetric. These halos do not have contributions
from odd l,m terms. In contrast, the MW halo re-
sponse is dominated by odd terms, where the ratio
of gravitational energy of the odd/even terms is 1-
2.5 (excluding the monopole). The inclusion of
unbound DM debris from the LMC reduces this
difference, boosting the signal in the even terms.
However the odd terms are still non-negligible (i.e.,
a dipole exists). The inclusion of the bound LMC
itself only exacerbates these deviations, as the bulk
of its bound mass is in the South. As such, we
find that none of the standard models accurately
describe the present day shape of the MW–LMC
DM halo.
5. Efforts to recover the original structure of
the MW’s halo should take into account the
MW halo’s response to the LMC. The energy
in high order, even, l modes (> l = 2) are of the
same magnitude as those of the mean triaxial halo
found in Illustris (sρ = 0.7, qρ = 0.9) (Chua et al.
2019). As such, the halo response of the MW to
the LMC must be accounted for in efforts to re-
cover the initial shape of the MW halo and con-
strain the pre-LMC cosmological assembly history
of the MW or the impact of different DM particles
on halo shape.
6. Extreme values of triaxiality can not be gen-
erated by perturbations to the halo from
the LMC alone. Even though the LMC can
boost modes that mimic triaxiality, extreme halo
shapes, such as those measured by Law & Ma-
jewski (2010) or (Erkal et al. 2019), can not be
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induced in the halo by the LMC in our simula-
tions. This motivates the study of the MW’s DM
halo response beyond spherical models prior the
infall of the LMC, and also places importance on
understanding the role of direct torques imparted
by the bound LMC on halo tracers.
7. The boundary between the inner and outer
halo occurs at 30 kpc and is set by the
LMC’s inner mass profile, which is observa-
tionally constrained and therefore the same
in all LMC mass models. Within 30 kpc, the
DM halo moves coherently with the disk COM.
As such, the orbital planes of objects within 30
kpc are expected to remain centered on the COM
of the MW disk, consistent with results from pre-
vious studies (e.g., Petersen & Pen˜arrubia 2020).
This result is not sensitive to the assumed LMC
infall mass, because the inner mass profile is con-
strained by observations of the rotation curve.
8. The COM of the outer Halo (>30 kpc) can
deviate from the COM of the MW’s disk
by as much as 15 kpc. At radii larger than
30 kpc, the COM deviates from the COM of the
disk, ranging from 2-15 kpc for the fiducial model.
The COM motion is the result of both the halo re-
sponse and the LMC itself and cannot be properly
accounted for in static models of the MW–LMC
system.
9. The reflex motion of the inner Halo intro-
duces a bias in observations of halo trac-
ers at distances > 30 kpc, where the ve-
locity difference between the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres can be as large as
100 km/s. The shift in COM described above, is
expected to manifest as radial velocity offsets be-
tween stars in the outer vs. the inner halo, which
is referred to as the “reflex motion” (Go´mez et al.
2015; Garavito-Camargo et al. 2019; Petersen &
Pen˜arrubia 2020; Boubert et al. 2020). As a re-
sult, a dipolar pattern is expected in the radial ve-
locities of stars beyond 30 kpc (Cunningham et al.
2020). The velocity difference between stars in the
South vs. stars in the North will vary as a func-
tion of Galactocentric distance, but can be as large
as 50-120 km/s (see Figure 13), depending on the
mass of the LMC.
10. The magnitude of the reflex motion scales
with the LMC’s infall mass. The amplitude
of the displacement of the MW’s COM, the ra-
dial velocity dipole, and the gravitational energy
of the m = 1, l = 1 modes, all increase with the
LMC’s infall mass. However, the largest differ-
ences between LMC mass models appear at radii
> 70 kpc, and the increase in energy is not linear.
11. In our simulations, the bound mass of the
LMC at present time is 40–50% of its in-
fall mass, in all cases. The LMC is tidally
distorted, forming an S-shape represented with
20 coefficients. For all four LMC mass models
(MLMC,infall = 8 − 25 × 1010 M), the bound
LMC DM mass is currently MLMC,bound = 7 −
8× 1010M. These bound particles are 40–50% of
the LMC’s infall mass and can extend as far as 60
kpc from the LMC COM, where the distribution
is highly asymmetric. Note that this result might
vary depending on the assumed density profile, al-
though the inner mass profile of the LMC’s DM
halo is constrained by observations.
12. In our simulations, the DM debris from the
LMC is expected to be the most massive
inflow of DM particles experienced by the
MW over the last 2 Gyrs. We have presented a
methodology to accurately quantify the mass loss
of the LMC (unbound DM particles) as it orbits
the MW, using BFEs. We found that over the last
2 Gyrs, in all mass models, the LMC has lost 50–
60% of its mass in the interaction with the MW,
which we call the LMC’s DM debris. Some of
this debris intersects with the MW’s disk at high
relative speeds, with interesting consequences for
direct-detection experiments (Besla et al. 2019).
This debris is located preferentially along the or-
bital plane of the LMC, which is perpendicular to
the MW’s disk. The debris is very extended, span-
ning from zˆ = −150 to 150 kpc. In addition to the
wake, the LMC’s DM debris is one of the causes
for the simulated asymmetric shape of the MW’s
DM halo at present day.
13. The LMC has 1–2 bound satellites at the
present-day (Phoenix 2 and the SMC). We
have found that at the present time, the only satel-
lite that is bound to the LMC in all mass models
is Phoenix 2. This stresses the importance of con-
sidering LMC mass loss when assessing the current
dynamic state of the system. In our simulations,
the SMC is bound today in only the fiducial LMC
model. We note that while our simulations pre-
dict that only 1–2 satellites are likely currently
bound to the LMC, this does not mean that the
other satellites were not bound in the past (Patel
et al. 2020; Sales et al. 2011; Jethwa et al. 2016;
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Sales et al. 2017; Kallivayalil et al. 2018; Erkal &
Belokurov 2020), particularly if the gravitational
influence of the SMC is also included (Patel et al.
2020).
14. We define the sources of uncertainty in
BFE — bias and noise in the estimates of
each coefficient, as well as bias introduced
by truncation of the series — and present
methods to reduce their influence, reducing
the number of terms in the BFE by fac-
tors of 10. In Appendix B we discuss how to
reduce the bias and noise by smoothing the coeffi-
cients in a principal basis as described in Weinberg
(1996). Finally, we illustrate that by sampling the
halo randomly, we can reduce the variance and the
number of coefficients needed to describe the sys-
tem.
With 6D phase space information from upcoming sur-
veys, the field will have an exciting opportunity to mea-
sure the impact of the LMC on the structure of the
MW’s DM halo. With the presented models, we now
have a path forwards to not only identify the MW halo’s
response to the LMC, but also disentangle this effect
from the initial structure of the MW halo created by the
combination of its cosmological assembly history and the
properties of the DM particle.
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APPENDIX
A. BFE DERIVATION OF THE HERNQUIST BASIS:
For completeness with here we briefly derived the main equations of the Hernquist Basis function expansion (Hern-
quist & Ostriker 1992). For a detailed and comprehensive derivation of this expansion we refer the reader to sections
2.2 and 3.1 in Hernquist & Ostriker (1992) or section 2.1 in Lowing et al. (2011). Both the radial and angular contri-
butions to the expansion are assumed to be separable. The radial part is expanded in Gegenbauer polynomials Cαn (ξ),
while the angular part is expanded in Spherical Harmonics. In this paper we follow the notation of Lowing et al.
(2011). The resulting expansion in density and potential is the product of both the radial and angular expansions as
shown in Equations A1 and A2.
ρ(r, θ, φ) =
∞∑
n,l,m
AnlmYlm(θ, φ)ρnl(r) (A1)
Φ(r, θ, φ) =
∑
n,l,m
AnlmYlm(θ, φ)Φnl(r) (A2)
Anlm are the coefficients of the expansion.
The indices n, l,m denote the order of the expansion in the radial, azimuthal and polar components respectively.
Φnl(r) and ρnl are expressed in terms of C
α
n (ξ) where ξ =
r − 1
r + 1
as follows:
ρnl(r) =
Knl
2pi
rl
(1 + r)2l+1
C2l+3/2n (ξ)
√
4pi (A3)
Φnl(r) = − r
l
r(1 + r)2l+3
C2l+3/2n (ξ)
√
4pi (A4)
Note that the lowest order term (l = 0 and n = 0) in equations A3 and A4 is the Hernquist profile where the
gravitational constant and total mass of the halo are defined as G=1, M=1 respectively. Knl is defined as:
Knl =
1
2
n(n+ 4l + 3) + (l + 1)(2l + 1) (A5)
The coefficients of the expansion can be found using the bi-orthogonal properties of ρnlm and φnlm. The basis is
build by design bi-orthogonal, that is:
In
′l′m′
nlm =
∫
ρnlm(r)[Φn′l′m′(r)]
∗dr = Inlδll′δmm′δnn′ (A6)
Where the orthonormal properties of the spherical harmonics and the ultraspherical harmonics where used to find that
(see Hernquist & Ostriker (1992) for a detailed derivation):
Inl = −Knl 4pi
28l+6
Γ(n+ 4l + 3)
n!(n+ 2l + 3/2)[Γ(2l + 3/2)]2
(A7)
With this bi-orthonormal property the coefficients can be computed as follows:
Anlm =
1
Inl
∫
ρ(r)[Φnl(r)Ylm(θ, φ)]
∗dr (A8)
The basis can be re-written in only real quantities by replacing Equation A8 in Equation A1. The imaginary
quantities will cancel out when performing the sum over m as a result the coefficients Anlm are splitted into cosine
and sine contributions defined as:
Snlm =
(2− δm0)
Inl
N∑
k
mkΦnl(rk)Ylm(θk) cosmφk
Tnlm =
(2− δm0)
Inl
N∑
k
mkΦnl(rk)Ylm(θk) sinmφk
(A9)
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The sum in equations A9 is computed over all the particles, N , in the halo. Hence the basis contains information
for all halo particles in the halo. In practice, the number of particles is finite, and hence the limits of the sums in
Equations A1 A2 cannot be infinite. Instead, one has to truncate the expansion at a given value of nmax and lmax.
As such the final expression for the Hernquist BFE is:
ρ(r, θ, φ) =
nmax∑
n
lmax∑
l
l∑
m
Ylm(θ)ρnl(r)(Snlm cosmφ+ Tnlm sinmφ) (A10)
Φ(r, θ, φ) =
nmax∑
n
lmax∑
l
l∑
m
Ylm(θ)Φnl(r)(Snlm cosmφ+ Tnlm sinmφ) (A11)
B. CHOOSING THE COEFFICIENTS OF A BFE TO MINIMIZE NOISE AND TRUNCATE THE EXPANSION
An accurate estimate of the force field of the halo using BFE relies on finding the least uncertain estimator (analytic
or numerical form of the BFE) and therefore it relies on the information content of the coefficients.
The length of the expansion is one the free parameters in BFEs methods, along with the scale length of the halo.
Choosing too few terms in the expansion will cause a poor representation of the system, while too many terms will
increase the noise caused by the discrete nature of the simulation. High order terms in the expansion describe small-
scale fluctuations of the system. However, some of these small-scale features might be artificial due to sources of noise.
One can interpret the number of terms in the expansion as degrees of freedom, and hence it motivates the need to
identify, discard and correct the coefficients in the expansion that are biased or noisy and maximizing the signal (e.g
Weinberg 1996) by looking at correlations in the coefficients. Here we start by describing the sources and types of
noise uncertainty presented in BFEs as follows:
BFE truncation bias: BFE uses a set of predetermined bi-orthogonal functions that approximates the density and
potential of the halo. If the series were infinitely long, the underlying physical forms could be represented exactly.
The representation embodied in a finite number of coefficients will be biased towards the lower order terms function
and away from the ‘truth’. The amount of bias in each coefficient in the expansion depends on the functional form of
the BFE. The expansion will get closer to the ‘true’ halo phase-space as more coefficients are included, even if they
are biased. However, truncating the expansion too early causes a poor representation of the force field that cannot be
improved by the traditional means of increasing particle number of the N–body simulation.
Variance noise: The second source of uncertainty comes from the discrete representation of the phase-space. The
particles represent a sampling of the phase space, as such they are a random, imperfect representation of the density
distribution. If the phase-space is sampled with different random realizations, the amplitude of the coefficients will be
slightly different. This manifests as variance when computing the coefficients, this is illustrated in Figure 20.
Bias in individual coefficient evaluation: The third source of uncertainty is that any estimate of the coefficient comes
from averaging over the estimate from each individual particle. However, the underlying distribution of these estimates
is unknown and thus this average may be biased.
To identify the coefficients that are sensitive to noise, and hence the ones to exclude from the expansion, we follow
the method explained in Weinberg (1996). This method characterizes the bias noise in each coefficient and reduces
the degrees of freedom by decreasing the number of coefficients needed in the expansion. We review the main aspects
of the method here and refer the reader to Weinberg (1996) for a detailed conceptual and mathematical explanation.
Addressing Bias: To quantify the noise in each expansion term, we compute the ‘signal-to-noise’ of a given
coefficient Anlm as:
Γ =
Anlm√
var(Anlm)
(B12)
Weinberg (1996) showed that the variance of the coefficients var(Anlm) is:
var(Anlm) =
N∑
i
Ψ2nlm(xi)−
1
N
(
N∑
i
Ψnlm(xi)
)2
, (B13)
where N is the number of particles and Ψnlm for the BFE expansion is defined as:
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Figure 20. Effect of the variance noise in the coefficients of a BFE expansion of a DM halo. We show the coefficients
corresponding to n = m = 0 as a function of l. The variance noise in the amplitude of the coefficients is caused by the random
Monte Carlo sampling of a halo. The number of particles is the same for the three halos shown. Both the number of particles in
the halo and its random Monte Carlo sampling produce noise that is captured in the amplitude of the coefficients. High order
coefficients (l > 5) are more sensitive to noise than low order coefficients.
Ψnlm(xi) = (2− δm,0)miA˜nlΦnl(ri)Yl,m(θi)
(
cosmφi
sinmφi
)
(B14)
Where the sine and cosine contribution comes from the definitions in Equation A9. Once the coefficients Anlm
and its variances are computed, the bias in each coefficient (in the principal basis, see below) can be corrected by
multiplying it with the ‘smoothing’ factor:
bnlm =
[
1 +
1
Γ2
]−1
(B15)
In order to choose the coefficients that are less affected by the bias one has to find the optimal value of Γopt that
reduces the bias. Coefficients with a value of Γ > Γopt are included in the expansion, while those that don’t satisfy
this condition are the terms that represent ‘noise’ and thus discarded, this is discussed in detail Section B.
Addressing truncation noise using principal basis of the coefficients: For the BFE the coefficients Anlm are
split into two correlated coefficients Snlm and Tnlm (following Lowing et al. (2011) notation) that account for the real
and imaginary part of the Anlm (see Equation A9). Therefore, one needs to find first the principal basis to un-correlate
these coefficients. This is done following section 2.2 in Weinberg (1996). In practice, for the BFE expansion one needs
to diagonalize the 2×2 covariance matrix SS,T :
SS,T =
[ ∑N
i Ψ
2
c,nlm
∑N
i Ψc,nlmΨs,nlm∑N
i Ψs,nlmΨc,nlm
∑N
i Ψ
2
s,nlm
]
(B16)
where Ψs and Ψc refer to each component in equation B16. The diagonalization of the covariance matrix to SS,T
results in the rotation matrix used to rotate the coefficients Snlm and Tnlm into the principal basis. Both the principal
basis transformation and the smoothing allows to reduce the number of coefficients since the ‘signal’ of each coefficient
is identified and corrected by bias.
Addressing Variance: The above method however, does not address the variance caused by the random sampling.
In order to compute the mean value of the coefficients, we do M random samples of the halo particles and compute
the BFE expansion for all of the samples. The coefficients Aoptnlm corrected by the variance are computed using the
mean of the M coefficients Anlm,i in each expansion:
Aopt =
1
M
M=
√
N∑
i
Ai (B17)
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Figure 21. Number of coefficients in the BFE as a function of the number of random realizations (samples) used to compute the
amplitude of the coefficients. Different lines represent the values of signal-to-noise threshold (Γ) used to select the coefficients.
Sampling the halo and choosing an appropriate signal to noise are critical in choosing the length of the BFE. Sampling the halo
reduces the noise due to the random distribution of the particles. Smoothing the halo reduces the noise due to the discrete
nature of the system.
where N is the total number of particles in the simulation. Similarly, the optimal variance of each coefficients is the
mean of all the variances:
var(Aopt) =
1√
N
√
N∑
i
var(A)i (B18)
Where we have assumed that the variance noise behaves as shot noise whose standard deviation is
√
N .
In Section B.1 we illustrate how by truncating the expansion using allows to reduce the noise in the BFE density
representation of a low-resolution halo. It is however, not obvious how to chose the value of Γopt needed to truncate
the expansion. In this work, we have chosen a value of Γopt = 5 by visual inspection of noise signatures in the density
field. Methods to find Γopt analytically would be presented in future work.
B.1. Example of the resulting BFE after selecting the ‘non-noisy’ coefficients
We apply the methods described in section B a low resolution MW-like halo of 105 particles. We compute the
coefficients using Equation A9 and then the density field using Equation A10 and shown in the left-hand side panel
of Figure 22. After correcting for bias, truncation error and variance we select 50 coefficients that contain all of the
information of the phase-space. The density field is show in the right-hand side panel of Figure 22. We illustrate the
effect of the variance in Figure 21, where we select the coefficients for six Γ values as a function K random samples.
We find convergence in the number of coefficients for K > 10. For Γ=4 we found the 50 coefficients used to compute
the density field in Figure 22.
C. CONNECTING THE TERMS IN THE BFE TO THE NATURE OF THE SYSTEM
In this section, we discuss the contribution of the radial (n) and angular (l,m) terms of the BFE to the density,
potential or acceleration fields of DM halos.
We start by discussing the radial modes. The halo density profiles are defined in terms of the n and l, as follows:
ρnl =
Knl
2pi
rl
r(1 + r)2l+3
C(2l+3/2)n (ξ)
√
4pi, (C19)
where ξ = (r − 1)/(r + 1) and Knl = 1
2
n(n+ 4l + 3) + (l − 1)(2l + 1). Hence
ρ ∼ nlr−(l+4)C(2l+3/2)n (ξ) (C20)
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Figure 22. Contour maps of the reconstructed density of a DM halo sampled randomly with 106 particles. Left panel:
Reconstructed density using the BFE expansion using all of the 4851 coefficients computed using nmax = 20 and lmax = 20.
Right panel: Reconstructed density field using the 50 smoothed coefficients with Γ > 5, which contain most of the ‘information.’
Smoothing the coefficients not only decreases the number of coefficients needed in the BFE, but also decreases the variance and
the truncation noise.
as such, the amplitude of ρ increases proportionally to n and l. However, note that as l increases the density profile
also decreases more sharply as a function of r.
In Figure 23, we plot the density profiles of each of the n terms (solid color lines), with l = 0 and l = 2, left and right
panel respectively. We have scaled the amplitude of each term differently for visualization purposes. In this example,
the n = 0 term dominates the density profile and the high order radial terms correspond to perturbations. The order
of n is proportional to the local maxima in the density, these will correspond to thin spherical shells. The locations of
the maxima are different for each term and hence multiple terms can amplify or decrease a particular perturbation at
a given radius.
For the l = 2 modes, the radial terms have the same behaviour with n, however the radial profile decreases faster
than in the l = 0 case. Overall, this radial behaviour is expected from the solution to Liouville’s equation, to which
the Poisson equation is a particular case.
Given the above, we expect contributions from higher order n terms in the BFE if:
1. There are perturbations at different radii, for example the DM wake induced by the LMC;
2. The halo is not spherical. As shown in the next section D, the BFE for Triaxial, Oblate, and Prolate halos have
important contributions from radial terms. Since these halos are elongated in specific directions, the superposition
of radial terms will elongate the halos in those direction;
3. The DM halo’s radial dependency is different from the zeroth order BFE term. In this case we expect contri-
butions from radial terms with l > 0, e.g. if using the Hernquist & Ostriker (1992) BFE to describe a NFW
halo.
4. If the scale length of the halo is not chosen accurately, radial terms will also appear.
Overall, we can think of the Radial terms (n) as the ones that set the radial extent of the perturbations, where larger
values of n represent perturbations at larger radii. For example, in the case of l = m = 0, the radial n terms describe
very thin spherical shells located at different radii. Thicker shells can be created by combining multiple n-modes as
shown in Figure 24.
The angular contribution in the BFE is contained in the spherical harmonics. For example, a dipole in the density
field, such as that generated by the reflex motion of the MW to the LMC (Go´mez et al. 2015; Garavito-Camargo et al.
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Figure 23. Density profiles of the radial components of the BFE defined in equation C19 as a function of n and l. Colored lines
indicate the contribution of each mode and the black line indicates the total contribution from all the modes. Note, that the
y-axis has a different scale in all the panels. As n increases, the number of local minima in the density distribution increases,
since this is modulated by the ultraspherical polynomials Cαn . On the other hand, as we increase both l (right panel) and n
(different lines), the amplitude of each mode increases. At higher values of l and n the density profiles do not decrease since the
contributions from both l and n from the ultraspherical polynomials are equivalent to the −(l + 4) exponent in equation C19.
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Figure 24. The most energetic terms in this system are the ones with l = m = 0. These radial terms set the scale of where the
perturbations in the halo are the strongest. These five terms set perturbations at several radii as shwon in the the right panel.
2019; Petersen & Pen˜arrubia 2020; Tamfal et al. 2020), is captured in the l = 1 coefficients. High order coefficients
appear if small-scale perturbations are present.For example, if one computes an expansion in a DM halo including its
subhalos one should fine that high order l,m coefficients appear.
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Figure 25. Density contours in the yˆ − zˆ and xˆ− yˆ planes of the prolate, oblate and triaxial halos are shown. The coefficients
were computed up to nmax = lmax = 20 and the Γ=5 was used to truncate the expansion. For the oblate halo the expansion
needs high order terms to reproduce the density field.
In the case of the DM wake produced by the LMC, Figure 7 shows how the wake is reconstructed as we increase
the order of the l terms. Since the wake is a large scale perturbation in the halo, terms up to l = 3 are sufficient to
describe the wake. For further applications we refer the reader to Cunningham et al. (2020)where spherical harmonic
are used to described the perturbations induced by the wake in the velocity field of the MW’s DM halo.
BFEs are a powerful tool to characterize asymmetric and radially varying DM halo shapes, owing to the ability of
the method to characterize perturbations in halos. As discussed in this section, deviations in the density profile from
spherical halos can be captured by adding terms to the expansion. Low order terms describe large scale perturbations,
while high order terms describe small scale perturbations.
D. IDEALIZED HALOS:
Here we compute the BFE of idealized halos in order to gain intuition for which coefficients will contribute the
most in each of these halos. We build three idealized halos whose main properties are summarized in table 3. We
choose some extreme values of sρ and qρ for the oblate and prolate halos in order to maximize the signal in the BFE
coefficients. The triaxial halo, on the other hand is consistent with mean values from cosmological simulations e.g
those found in the Illustris cosmological suite (Chua et al. 2019).
We compute the length of the BFE expansion following the method described in section B. The halo density field
computed with the BFE is shown in Figure 25. For the oblate halo, we find that the expansion requires a larger
number of terms than for the prolate halo. This is due to the functional form of the spherical harmonics.
In order to study the contribution of each coefficient, we compute the energy in the coefficients as described in
section 4.3. We show the energy Ulm in the l −m space in Figure 8 where we have summed the energies from all the
n coefficients. That is, Ulm =
∑
n Unlm. Our main findings are: 1) none of the halos have contribution from odd m
terms, since the corresponding spherical harmonics are not radially symmetric; 2) Prolate halos have no contribution
from the m > 0 terms. The spherical harmonic lobes corresponding to the m = 0 terms are perpendicular to the x− y
plane, which coincides with the major axis of the prolate halo; 3) Oblate halos, on the other hand, do have a significant
contribution from m > 0 terms. In fact, the most energetic coefficients are in the m = 2 and m = 4 term. 4) Triaxial
halos lie in between prolate and oblate halos. There is contribution from m > 0 terms, but the main contribution to
the energy comes from the m = 0 modes. However, in extremely triaxial halos the energy of the m > 0 terms can be
much larger.
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In addition to the energy in the coefficients, their sign also contains information of the halo. We study the sign of
the Snlm coefficients (see equation A9), since all the Tnl0 coefficients are zero. The main difference among the halos
is that the l = 2 and l = 6 in the Oblate halos have negative signs since those spherical harmonics are negative in the
mid-plane and positive in the poles. For oblate halos, the main contribution is in the mid-plane and hence the need
to add energy in the mid-plane and subtract towards the poles. For the Triaxial halo, the m > 0 terms are negative,
note that the corresponding spherical harmonics are not axisymmetric and hence the subtraction of these terms are
needed in order to build the asymmetries of Triaxial halos.
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Figure 26. The sign of the coefficients also tell us about the nature of the system. Here we show the sign of the Snlm coefficients:
orange represents positive and blue negative. We only look up to m = 2 since this includes the majority of the coefficients. For
the Oblate halos the l = 2 and l = 6 coefficients have negative signs, these terms are subtracted in order to create the oblate
shape in the x− y plane. In the triaxial halo the m=2 modes are negative, these terms are non axisymetric whose help to build
the axial asymmetries of triaxial halos.
